
The website of the Westin Kierland 
Resort has a page describing instruc-
tors Mike and Sandy LaBauve that is 
no fun to look at if you’re in a hurry. 
Golf instruction’s most famous and 
accomplished couple is depicted in a 
pair of bio’s that contain a total of 
nearly 40 bullet points, and there are 
no throwaways in the whole lot. 
     Sandy Lumpkin was a player—she 
came to teaching at that point in life 
when the glamour of LPGA Tour com-
petition—though within her reach—

seemed to pale against the idea of starting a family and learning 
the coach’s craft. She had already found the right partner in Mike 
LaBauve, a very strong player (among other honors, Southwest Sec-
tion PGA Player of the Year in 1989) but from an early age a golf 
professional dedicated to the idea of how swings work and how 
improvement happens.
     You probably took note of that maiden name—Lumpkin. Sandy’s 
father is indeed the famed instructor Jack Lumpkin, a guide and 
influence on her as well as on this golf-steeped family’s rising gen-
eration—details on that below. 
     At the bottom of the Kierland web page is a casual portrait photo 
of the teaching twosome—looking younger than they have a right 
to after raising children, pursuing careers and giving so much back 
to the golf-coaching community. Proponent member and inter-
viewer Paul Ramee conducted an insightful interview with Sandy 
and Mike just recently. This is the edited transcript from that con-
versation.

Mike and Sandy, there are now nearly four dec-
ades of continuous partnership for the two of you. 
Give us a picture of how it began.
[ Mike ]   I was at my first job in Hilton Head after 
graduating from LSU when I met Sandy in 1978. We 
hit it off right away. When I found out her father was 
Jack Lumpkin I really felt like I had hit the jackpot, so 
to speak. A while later, Jack invited me to teach with 
him in the Golf Digest Schools at Pinehurst. Teaching 
there under Jack’s tutelage I also got to meet and 
work with Hank Haney, and we became friendly. I was 
lucky to be part of the Golf Digest Schools and expe-
rience such a great learning environment. We would 
watch great teachers at work, day in and day out. We 
would also travel to see people like Jim Hardy teach. I 
once spent two weeks with Jim, and absorbed a lot. 

What was your role, as a young professional just 
joining the Golf Digest Schools? 
[ Mike ]   I started as a range attendant. I would be 

assigned to a school and work under the two lead instructors who 
were running it. I listened and teed up balls for Bob Toski, Jim 
Flick, Davis Love, Jr., Peter Kostis, Paul Runyan, Jack Lumpkin, 
DeDe Owens and Chuck Cook. It was a phenomenal experience 
and the Schools were the only show in town. We would go out and 
travel and have 40-person schools and sometimes have two going 
on at the same time. I often think back on the meetings they had, 
in which the lead instructors would get in a room and try to agree 
to what to put into the manuals. With their varying philosophies 
each individual had to be willing to accept wording that might not 
exactly fit what they believed. Those weren’t always peaceful 
meetings. But the manuals created checks and balances which 
would prevent one instructor from going off too far in one direction.
     Sandy and I got married in 1981, and by 1984 we had moved to 
Mesa, Ariz. to work at Altamesa Country Club, where I had the 
director of golf position. From there we moved to Stone Creek Golf 
Club, then finally on to Kierland, where we’ve been based for the 
last 20 years.

[ Sandy ]   I went to college at the University of Georgia, where I 
played on the golf team. I still reflect on how much that experience 
prepared me for a teaching career. When I met Mike I could tell 
right away we had a lot in common. Growing up I had worked in 
golf shops and had always been around the game. When we were 
at Pinehurst I worked in the sales and marketing department. 
Things were good but I found I was playing less and less golf, 
which was a drawback. One day I told Mike I wanted to quit sales 
and marketing and get back into the golf end of the business. He 
tried to dissuade me, saying “we already have enough golf profes-
sionals in the family.” But I didn’t change my mind, and after a 
couple of weeks he realized it was the right path for me. That win-
ter when Mike went to Florida to play the Winter Tour Series, I went 
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down there, too. I took a job working in the golf shop at Inverrary, 
under Billy Detlaff. I was there for a couple of months when a 
member came up to the counter and asked me if I taught golf les-
sons. Before I knew it I had signed this gentleman up for a lesson 
and was asking myself what I was going to do. I made a phone call 
to my father to get his advice and he gave me a simple answer 
that I’ll never forget. “You know more than they do,” he told me, 
“so smile, use nice manners, give the person two or three things to 
work on and invite them back”
     And so, I was teaching golf. Later my father invited me to spend 
some time at the Golf Digest Schools. “Bring a notebook,” he told 
me. I remember getting to watch teachers like Toski, Flick, Love Jr. 
and Runyan work with their students. I took notes like crazy. Plus, I 
was back working on my own game and wanting to take a crack at 
the LPGA Tour, so I went to tour school. My tee-to-green game 
was my strength, but I had short-game problems. Mike would say 
to people, “Sandy could hit 16 greens and shoot 74.” I went to the 
tour qualifying school and missed going to the final stage by one 
shot. In a way I had proven something to myself, and from that 
point I put the focus on marriage, family and teaching. 

The two of you then left the Southeast and moved 
out to the desert, correct?
[ Sandy ]   That’s right. The first club where we were 
both on staff as teachers was Stone Creek. Our total 
instruction staff was six, ourselves and four others. 
Clubs at that time were becoming more structured in 
their operations and budgets. At Stone Creek there 
were separate marketing budgets for the various 
departments—except instruction didn’t have one. So, 
with no funds to promote, we ran our golf schools 
and did what we could. 
     One day after work we were driving down Scotts-
dale Road and we saw a lot of earth-moving equip-
ment, along with a billboard that had a phone num-
ber and name on it. We called the number and the person who 
answered was Mike Ryan—he had come on during the develop-
ment phase of this project as director of golf. The name of the pro-
ject was Kierland Golf Club. Our timing was right and the Kierland 
people thought we would be a good fit. I guess it was true be-
cause we’ve been there for 20 great years now. It’s been great to 
work with and for such wonderful people.

Finding the right situation is obviously so important, but for 
you two there has also been the special challenge of the mar-
ried couple that doesn’t just live together, you also work to-
gether. How have you pulled that off?
[ Mike ]   One factor that really helps us is the nature of the work. 
We aren’t in an office all day sitting at two desks across from each 
other. We are out on the tee and it really is a huge advantage to 
have each other’s help. Instead of each being a solo instructor, we 
are able to confer at any time and bounce ideas off each other.  

[ Sandy ]   I would say that it starts with the fact that we have a 
great amount of respect for each other. That’s essential. Also, we 
have different strengths as teaching professionals. In the end I 
would say we have two separate “think tanks.” Many nights  we’ll 
be sitting at home at our computers looking at swings, and one of 
us will call the other one over to ask their opinion. Even sitting 
down to dinner, we find ourselves comparing notes on how we’re 
working with our students.

I mentioned you had two challenges, being married and being 
co-workers. There is also that third activity—raising children 
together. Your children certainly grew up in the golf environ-
ment. Any thoughts on how you went about raising them?
[ Mike ]   We have two girls, Lindy, 25 who went to Louisiana State, 
and Kristi, 22 who went to Arizona State. Lindy is back East now 
working at Sea Island and Kristi is working for Topgolf. Growing 
up, they played soccer and softball. Mike would block off his les-
son schedule to go and coach them. Usually he would be the only 
dad there. 
     Team sports are where athletic kids naturally gravitate—for the 
camaraderie as well as the sport itself. Golf is only now trying to 
offer that, through PGA Junior League and some other programs.

[ Sandy ]   True, though in our case we had a chance to address 
that need. We realized that the girls were drawn to activities where 
they could be with their friends, so we started some junior girls 
clinics. Our first group was about a dozen middle-school girls, who 
signed up for our year-round clinic program. I think Mike quit that 
coaching job about four separate times. He was all about the 
teaching and practicing, whereas the girls were quite social in their 

approach to golf. Mike finally learned to show up 20 minutes late, 
which allowed the group to get their socializing accomplished. For 
us it was great that our daughters got their friends involved, it was 
fun to teach a team and not just individuals. It also turned out 
pretty well for the local high school coach. Once that group of girls 
moved on to high school they made him look good by winning the 
state championship twice. 

[ Mike ]   Sandy and I coached 12 girls and these were girls who 
liked to have fun. Sandy told them: “We can do both—win the 
state championship and have a lot of fun doing it.” She started 
small with them, but there were goals established. In their senior 
year they were dominant. They won all their matches, in both the 
regionals and then in the high school state championships.

[ Sandy ]   It was always about balance between excelling at the 
sport and having a normal sort of high school experience. I re-
member once we had a tournament that fell on homecoming 
weekend. There was big dance on the Friday night and the girls 
who were seniors announced that they weren’t going to play. It 
was one of those moments where the whole balance thing gets 
challenging. I told them it was their decision. I wasn’t going to tell 
them what they ought to do. However I did point out that they had 
each made a commitment to be part of a team. Fortunately, the 
girls came back and told me they were going to play. I remember 
we won the tournament and five girls piled into a bathroom at the 
golf course to change into their dresses and put on makeup. We 
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“If you develop those 
two skills and you know 
what you need to know 
about the swing, you will 
have a full book.” 
              -Mike LaBauve



made it back in time for the dance.
     So, we have had this great 
chance through golf to teach our 
girls life lessons. They’ve been able 
to see that there are always ups 
and downs you will experience 
playing on a team. From that you 
learn to take it all as a whole, and 
you develop good coping skills. I 
know for a fact that being parents 
has made us better teachers. At 
the same time, being teachers has 
made us better parents. In teach-
ing, you learn to motivate different students in different ways, and 
it’s the same with raising children, because no two of them are the 
same. I think about Harvey Penick telling Tom Kite to hit 500 balls 
on the range and then turning around and telling Ben Crenshaw to 
play 36 holes. We would do the same with our kids. For example, 
Kristi is more social and does not like standing all afternoon 
pounding balls, so we learned to take her right to the golf course. 
Kids have definitely made us more flexible as teachers.

Now you have your older daughter, Lindy, teaching golf at Sea 
Island. It must be gratifying to know she is there with her 
grandfather, Jack Lumpkin, one of the best ever. So, Jack 
ends up mentoring two generations.
[ Sandy ]   My father and the Golf Digest Schools, they laid the 
groundwork. They were not using video. They were picking things 
up with the naked eye. They were a generation of great players 
and they were all about sharing the keys to becoming a great 
player. My father could handle any situation. At one point he 
worked for Claude Harmon, and at night he would baby-sit the 
Harmon boys.
     I think back to all of the opportunities to work with him and how 
valuable it has been. I still enjoy doing outings with my father, and 
the thrill of having us teach and travel together. I still value our 
conversations at dinner as I always learn something new. 
     Now Lindy is getting the opportunity to 
spend time with my dad, bounce ideas off 
him, compare notes with him, have lunch 
with him and learn from the team at Sea 
Island. So yes, it is very rewarding to have 
three generations of instructors in our fam-
ily. With Kristi, she has gone into the family 
business on a somewhat different path, 
working for Topgolf, which obviously is a 
great organization and very successful. 

Can you discuss the LPGA USGA Girls 
Golf Club and how that came to be?
[ Sandy ]   It was back in 1989. I was preg-
nant at the time and working at Gainey 
Ranch. I had a conversation with Kerry 
Graham, who was then president of the 
LPGA, about developing a system that 
would really help girl golfers progress, in a 
setting where they could build friendships 
and fall in love with the game. Most pro-
grams or groups or clinics had very little 
continuity. It seemed to me that we had to 
change that. So we started something that 
was different. It was year-round. It had one 

fun event a month and tournaments 
weekly during the summer. The first 
office was in our house and Mike 
and I funded the start-up program. I 
wrote a manual that became the 
basis for the manual the LPGA uses 
today. We took it out to nine pilot 
cities. I eventually took Lindy and 
Kristi on the road with me. They 
were babies still and we visited nine 
cities in seven days. I wanted to 
make sure the program would go on 
when I was no longer involved and 

soon after the LPGA Foundation took over. Nearly 80,000 girls have 
participated in the program.

What in your opinion do today’s young golf coaches need to 
work on?
[ Mike ]   Their communication skills. To my mind, the staff of those 
Golf Digest Schools were the best communicators in the business. 
They were experts at getting their point across. Secondly, I would 
say to work on your public-relations skills. It’s a matter of learning 
to have a strong presence. They need to be able to talk to the pub-
lic. There really is not enough teaching on these two subjects. If 
you develop those two skills and you know what you need to know 
about the swing, you will have a full book.

[ Sandy ] Younger instructors should make it a point to take a les-
son in another sport, and see what it feels like to be a student. 
They should look for niches in their market. Look around and ask: 
What is not being done? Writing is also important. Do it periodi-
cally even if you don’t have a particular place where it’s going to be 
published. It will always help clarify your thinking for you. I started 
writing for Golf Digest, then Golf for Women, and those experi-
ences made it considerably easier for me to write a book.

How about from the technical side, any thoughts?
[ Sandy ] It is certainly beneficial to go 
through the certification programs. If a 
newer teacher goes through three different 
certification programs, and learns different 
styles and theories, they would all be of 
value and then you can pluck from each.

How about an overview on the current 
state of teaching technology? Too much 
these days? Too little?
[ Sandy ] What we have by way of technol-
ogy now is pretty amazing. Whether it’s 
Trackman, 3D systems—even the robot 
that Laird Small is using at Pebble Beach. 
That being said, all the information is not 
appropriate to relate to every student.

[ Mike ]   As an instructor you cannot have 
too much technology. However, you can 
have too much for a student. We taught for 
a long time using sound and ball flight, but 
the introduction of technology helps us 
prove certain things. It’s comparable to 
video. These are tools more for the student 
to learn than for the teacher to teach.
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The Lumpkins: The Jack Nicklaus Golf Family of the Year in 2000.

Sandy LaBauve’s creation of the LPGA USGA Girl’s 
Golf has reached nearly 80,000 girls.


